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Abstract

In this paper, we show that every maximal plane graph with minimum degree at least 4 andmfinite
faces other than an octahedron can be drawn in the plane so that at least(m + 3)/2 faces are acute
triangles. Moreover, this bound is sharp.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A planar embedding of a graphG is a drawing ofG in the plane with no crossing of
edges except their endpoints. A planar embedding ofG is called astraight-line embedding
if each edge ofG is a straight-line segment in the planar embedding. The following theorem
was proved byWagner[6] and Fáry[1].

Theorem 1 (Wagner[6] and Fáry[1] ). Every planar graph has a straight-line embedding.

A plane graphG is said to be atriangulationif each face ofG is triangular.We simply call
triangulations on the plane or the sphereplane triangulationsor spherical triangulations.
(A plane triangulation is sometimes called amaximal plane graph.) If a facef of G is not
an infinite region,f is said to befinite. For plane triangulations, Kaneko et al.[2] proved
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the following theorem concerning with the number of acute triangles in their straight-line
embeddings.

Theorem 2 (Kaneko et al.[2] ). Every plane triangulation G with m finite faces has a
straight-line embedding with at leastm/3 acute triangles. Moreover, this bound is sharp.

An example attaining the bound can be constructed as follows. Consider any plane tri-
angulationT and put a vertexv of degree 3 into each finite facef of T and joinv with the
three vertices on the boundary cycle off. In the resulting graph̃T , among three triangular
faces incident to the same vertex of degree 3 added, at most one triangular face is acute.
Thus, every straight-line embedding ofT̃ has at mostm/3 acute triangles, wherem is the
number of finite faces ofT.
If we restrict plane triangulations to be 4-connected, then the possible number of acute

triangles increases, as in the following theorem[3]:

Theorem 3 (Kawarabayashi et al.[3] ). Let G be a4-connected plane triangulation with
m finite faces. If G is an octahedron, then G has a straight-line embedding such that four
faces are acute triangles. Otherwise, G has a straight-line embedding which contains at
least(m + 3)/2 acute triangles. Moreover, both bounds are sharp.

Embed ak-cycleC = v1 · · · vk on the plane, put a vertexx into the interior ofC and a
vertexy into the exterior ofC, and add edgesxvi andyvi for i = 1, . . . , k. The resulting
plane triangulation is called thedouble wheeland denoted by DWk. Clearly, DW4 is the
octahedron. In[3], it has been shown that any straight-line embedding of DWk with m =
2k − 1 finite faces has at most(m + 3)/2 acute triangles. Thus, the bound in Theorem 3
cannot be improved.
Observe that the examples attaining the lower bound in Theorem 2 have many vertices

of degree 3, and hence it is expected that plane triangulations with minimum degree at least
4 might have straight-line embeddings in the plane with strictly larger number of acute
triangles than those of ordinary plane triangulations described in Theorem 2. (However, the
bound is atmost(m+3)/2since the4-connectedness implies theminimumdegreeat least 4.)
In this paper, we shall prove that the same statement as in Theorem 3 holds for triangu-

lations with minimum degree at least 4. That is, we relax the condition in Theorem 3 from
the 4-connectedness to the property of having minimum degree at least 4.

Theorem 4. Let G be a plane triangulation with minimum degree at least4 with m finite
faces. If G is an octahedron, G has a straight-line embedding so that four faces are acute
triangles. Otherwise, G has a straight-line embedding which contains at least(m + 3)/2
acute triangles. Moreover, both bounds are sharp.

2. Contractions of edges and faces and removal of pseud-octahedra

To prove Theorem 4, we introduce several reductions for spherical triangulations with
minimumdegree at least 4, preserving theminimumdegree condition. Note that our purpose
is for plane triangulations, but we shall establish the theorem for spherical triangulations.
From a plane triangulation, we can construct the corresponding spherical triangulation,
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Fig. 1. Contractions of an edgeeand a facexyz.

and a plane triangulation is regarded as a spherical triangulation with precisely one face
distinguished.
An edgee is called ak-edgeif at least one of the two endpoints ofehas degree exactly

k. A cycleC in a graphG is said to beseparatingif G − V (C) is disconnected. For a plane
graphG, let �G denote theboundaryof G, which is the closed walk bounding the infinite
face ofG. For a facef of G, we also let�f denote the boundary walk off in G.
LetG be a triangulation on the sphere. Letebe an edge ofG and letxyzbe a face ofG.

Contracting e(or contractionof e) in G is to removee, identify the two endpoints ofeand
replace two pairs of multiple edges by two single edges, respectively, as shown in the upper
side ofFig. 1. We denote the resulting graph byG/e. We call its inverse operation anedge
expansion. Note that we consider the contraction of only 4-edges in this paper.Contractinga
facexyz(orcontractionof xyz) is to remove 3-edgesxy, yz andxz, to identify three vertices
x, y andz into a single vertex and to replace three pairs of multiple edges by three single
edges, respectively, as shown in the lower side ofFig. 1. We denote the resulting graph by
G/xyz. We call its inverse operation atriangular expansion.
Wedefineonemore reductiondeletingseveral vertices, as follows. LetHbea triangulation

on the sphere with minimum degree at least 4 and let� be a finite face ofH with �� =
b1b2b3. Let n be a natural number. Put a vertexvn in the interior of� and joinvn with
all vertices of��. We call this operation theface subdivisionof � by vn. Choose one of
the three faces incident tovi and apply the face subdivision to it by a new vertexvi−1,
for i = n, n − 1, . . . ,2. Finally, add a 3-cyclea1a2a3 to one of the three faces incident
to v1, say f, and joina1a2a3 to �f so thata1, a2 and a3 and the three vertices on�f
form the octahedron. LetG denote the resulting triangulation, which has minimum degree
at least 4. The subgraph ofG induced by{a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, b3, v1, . . . , vn} is called the
pseud-octahedronand denoted by POn. Note that PO0 is defined to be the octahedron. The
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Fig. 2. A removal of a pseud-octahedron PO4.

operation transformingH intoG by addingv1, . . . , vn, a1, a2, a3 is called theaddition of a
pseud-octahedronand the inverse operation is called theremoval of a pseud-octahedron(see
Fig. 2). The trianglea1a2a3 is called thecenter triangleof POn. The sequencev1, . . . , vn

is called theextending sequenceof POn. Note that the orderv1, . . . , vn can uniquely be
determined inGbecause eachvi can be chosen as the unique vertex of degree 3 in the graph
G − {a1, a2, a3, v1, . . . , vi−1} for i = 1, . . . , n.
The spherical triangulationP is called thedouble pseud-octahedronif P is obtained from

the octahedron by the addition of a single pseud-octahedron (seeFig. 7). Clearly, a double
pseud-octahedron contains two disjoint center triangles of pseud-octahedra, and hence there
are two ways to apply the removal of a pseud-octahedron forP.
Let G be a triangulation on the sphere with minimum degree at least 4 and lete and

xyzbe an edge and a face ofG, respectively. We say that an edgee (resp., a facexyz) is
4-contractibleif the graph obtained fromG by contractinge (resp.,xyz) is a triangulation
with minimum degree at least 4. Suppose thatG includes a pseud-octahedron POn. We
say that the pseud-octahedron POn is 4-removablein G if the graph obtained fromG by
removing POn has minimum degree at least 4.
We give the following theorem forsphericaltriangulations.

Theorem 5. Let G be a triangulation on the sphere with minimum degree at least4,which
is not isomorphic to the octahedron.

(i) If G has a vertex of degree4, then G has a4-contractible4-edge or a4-removable
pseud-octahedron.

(ii) If G has no vertex of degree4, then G has a4-contractible face. In particular, if G has
no separating3-cycle, then every face of G is4-contractible. If G has a separating
3-cycle C, then there are two4-contractible faces not touching C in the interior and
the exterior of C, respectively.

(iii) If G can be transformed into an octahedron by only one contraction of a face, then G
can be transformed into the double wheelDW5 by contracting a4-edge.

We give two lemmas to prove Theorem 5.

Lemma 6. Let G be a triangulation on the sphere with minimum degree at least5 and let
v0v1v2 be a face of G. Thenv0v1v2 is not4-contractible if and only if for some i, vivi+1 is
contained in a separating3-cycle C.(The subscripts are taken modulo3.)
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Proof. The sufficiency is obvious and we show the necessity. Sincev0v1v2 is not 4-
contractible and sinceG has minimum degree at least 5,G/v0v1v2 has multiple edges.
Hence,G has a separating 3-cycleC = vivi+1x, wherex ∈ (NG(vi) ∩ NG(vi+1))\{vi+2}.
Thus, the lemma follows.�

Lemma 7 (Komuro et al.[4] ). Let G be a triangulation on the sphere with minimum degree
at least4,which is not isomorphic to the octahedron. Let H be a component of the subgraph
of G induced by the vertices of degree4.Then H is isomorphic to one of the following:

(i) H is a k-cycle withk�5.Then G is isomorphic to the double wheelDWk.
(ii) H is a3-cycle bounding a face. ThenV (H) and their neighbors induces an octahedron.
(iii) H is a path of k vertices withk�1.

Now, we shall prove Theorem 5.

Proof of Theorem 5. LetGbe a triangulation on the sphere with minimum degree at least
4 other than the octahedron. LetV4 be the set of the vertices of degree exactly 4.We consider
the components of the subgraph〈V4〉 of G induced byV4.
(i) SinceG has a vertex of degree 4, we haveV4 = ∅. We consider the following two

cases.
Case1: There is a componentH of 〈V4〉 which has a vertex of degree at most 1 inH.
ThenH is a path ofk vertices, by Lemma 7. Note that we might havek = 1. Let v

be an end vertex ofH incident to verticesv1, v2, v3, v4 in G in this cyclic order, where
deg(v1),deg(v2),deg(v3)�5. Observe thatvv4 is 4-contractible unlessv2 andv4 are ad-
jacent (because deg(v1),deg(v3)�5). Thus, we suppose thatv2 and v4 are adjacent. If
deg(v4)= 4, thenv1 would have degree 3 since three 3-cyclesvv1v2, vv1v4, v1v2v4 bound
faces, a contradiction. If deg(v4)�5, thenvv1 is 4-contractible since deg(v2),deg(v4)�5,
andv1 andv3 are contained in the interior and the exterior of a 3-cyclev1v2v4, respectively.
Therefore, we can find a 4-contractible 4-edge.

Case2: Every component of〈V4〉 has no vertex of degree at most 1 and there is a
componentH of 〈V4〉 isomorphic to ak-cycle for somek�3.
When k�5, G is isomorphic to DWk, by Lemma 7. Obviously, an edge inH is 4-

contractible inG. So, we consider the case whenk = 3. LetH be a 3-cycleabcbounding a
face, and letNG(a)= {b, c, x0, y0},NG(b)= {a, c, x0, z0} andNG(c)= {a, b, y0, z0}. The
subgraph ofG induced by{a, b, c, x0, y0, z0}, denoted byK, is isomorphic to an octahedron.
Remove{a, b, c} from G. If each ofx0, y0 andz0 has degree at least 4 in the resulting
triangulation, then the octahedronK is 4-removable. Otherwise, we may suppose thatx0
hasdegree3 in the resultinggraphand letNG(x0)={a, b, y0, z0, x1}. In this case, bothy0 and
z0 have degree at least 4 in the resulting triangulation since two vertices of degree 3 cannot
be adjacent in triangulations exceptK4. Then we remove{a, b, c, x0} and consider whether
or not the resulting triangulation has minimum degree at least 4. If so, then the pseud-
octahedronK ′ formed by{a, b, c, x0, y0, z0, x1} is 4-removable. If not, that is, exactly one
vertexv ∈ {y0, z0, x1}, sayv = y0, has degree 3 in the resulting graph, then we remove
a, b, c, x0, y0. If it is impossible, then we similarly extend the set of vertices which have to
be removed with the octahedronK. (These vertices are chosen as the extending sequence
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of vertices fromabc.) We continue these procedures as possible as we can. However, the
subgraphK̃ induced by the vertices which have to be removed and the three vertices on
the 3-cycle surrounding them does not coincide withG. For otherwise, the vertex finally
joined to formK̃ has degree exactly 3. This contradicts thatGhas minimum degree at least
4. Therefore, we can find a 4-removable pseud-octahedron.
(ii) In this case, we haveV4=∅. By Lemma 6, ifGhas no separating 3-cycle, then every

face is 4-contractible. Hence, we suppose thatG has a separating 3-cycleC. ChooseC to
beminimal, that is, the subgraph ofG induced by the vertices inC and those lying in the
interior ofC contains no separating 3-cycle.
Now, we shall show that there is a 4-contractible face in the interior ofC. Let a be a

vertex in the interior ofC. SinceG has no vertex of degree less than 5,a has at least two
neighbors, sayb andc, in the interior ofC. SinceG is a triangulation andC is minimal,
the three verticesa, b andc form a triangular face not touchingC. By the minimality ofC,
each ofab, bcandca is not contained in any separating 3-cycle, and hence the faceabc is
4-contractible.
(iii) Observe that the triangulation obtained from the octahedron by exactly one triangular

expansion has two adjacent vertices of degree 4 on the created triangle.We can contract the
edge joining them. �

Now, we prepare the lemma describing reductions forplane triangulations from
Theorem 5 forsphericaltriangulations:

Lemma 8. Let G be a plane triangulation with boundary�G and minimum degree at least
4,which is not the octahedron. Then G can be transformed into the double wheelDW5 or a
double pseud-octahedron by a sequence of the contraction of a4-edge, the contraction of a
face and the removal of a pseud-octahedron,preserving�G and minimum degree at least4.

Proof. We use induction on the number of vertices ofG. SinceG is not the octahedron,
the smallest graphs considered here are the ones obtained from the octahedron by an edge
expansion, a triangular expansion, or the addition of a pseud-octahedron, by Theorem 5(i)
and (ii). Note that the second one can be reduced to DW5 by contracting a 4-edge, by
Theorem 5(iii). On the other hand, the first and third one are DW5 and a double pseud-
octahedron, respectively.
Therefore, we may suppose thatG is neither DW5 nor a double pseud-octahedron, and

has either a 4-contractible 4-edge, 4-contractible face or a 4-removable pseud-octahedron,
byTheorem5. If these reductions can be found in the interior of�G, then they do not destroy
the boundary. Therefore, by induction hypothesis, the lemma holds for the resulting graph
and hence forG.
So, we consider the cases when the reductions for them destroy the boundary. Suppose

thatG has a 4-contractible 4-edgevv0 incident to a vertexv of degree 4 on�G, where
{v, v0, v3} = V (�G) andv0, v1, v2, v3 are the neighbors ofv in this cyclic order. Then it is
easy to see thatG/vv0 andG/vv2 are isomorphic, and hence we can contractvv2 without
breaking the boundary.
Suppose thatG has a 4-contractible facef whose contraction breaks the boundary. Then,

by Theorem 5, we can find a 4-contractible facef ′ disjoint fromf. Hence, we can apply the
contraction off ′.
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Finally, we consider the case whenG has a 4-removable pseud-octahedronO whose
removal breaks�G. LetG′ be the plane triangulation obtained fromGby removingO. Since
G is not a double pseud-octahedron,G′ is not the octahedron. SinceO is 4-removable,G′ has
minimum degree at least 4. Thus, unlessG′ is isomorphic to either DW5 or a double pseud-
octahedron,G′ has either a 4-contractible 4-edge, a 4-contractible face or 4-removable
pseud-octahedron, whose reductions preserve�G′, by induction hypothesis. In the case
whenG′ is isomorphic to DW5, there is a 4-contractible 4-edge ofG′ possibly missing�G′.
Since�G′ is contained inside�G, the reduction forG′ will work for G.
Now, suppose thatG′ is a double pseud-octahedron. Since the removal ofO breaks�G,

G′ lies in some finite face ofO in G. Since there is no edge inG′ joining two center
triangles ofG′, one of them, say∇, does not touch�G′. Consider the removal of the
pseud-octahedronK∇ including∇ fromG′. Let u1, . . . , um be the extending sequence of
vertices from∇ in G′. If none of them lie on�G′, thenK∇ is 4-removable inG′ without
breaking�G′, and hence so inG. Therefore, we suppose that the pathu1 · · · um intersects
�G′, and letuk be the first vertex of the pathu1 · · · um touching�G′. This means thatuk

has degree 3 inG′ − (V (∇) ∪ {u1, . . . , uk−1}). Here, note thatuk has degree at least 4 in
G − (V (∇) ∪ {u1, . . . , uk−1}) sinceukhas degree at least 3 inO. Therefore, the pseud-
octahedron including∇ in G, denoted byK ′∇ and consisting of∇ andu1, . . . , uk−1, is
4-removable inG. Clearly, the removal ofK ′∇ preserves�G′, and so does�G. Therefore,
K ′∇ is the required pseud-octahedron inG. �

3. Proof of the theorem

In this section, we prove Theorem 4. In[3], the theorem very similar to ours has al-
ready been proved and many methods used there can also be applied here. The following
proposition has been proved in[3].
LetA = pqr andB = pqs be triangles sharing an edgepq. The pair ofA andB is called

abad pair if  rpq +  spq�270◦ or  rqp +  sqp�270◦.

Proposition 9 (Kawarabayashi et al.[3] ). Let G be a plane triangulation with m finite
faces.

(i) If G is an octahedron, then G has a straight-line embedding with four acute
triangles and G has no straight-line embedding with more than four acute triangles
(see Fig.3).

(ii) If G is a double wheelDW(m+1)/2 with m�9 finite faces, then G has a straight-line
embedding with at least(m + 3)/2 acute triangles and no bad pair, and for any
straight-line embedding of G, the number of acute triangle is at most(m + 3)/2.

(iii) If the plane triangulationG′ with m′ finite faces obtained from G by contracting a4-
edge or a face has a straight-line embedding with no bad pair and at least(m′ + 3)/2
acute triangles, then G has a straight-line embedding with no bad pair and at least
(m + 3)/2 acute triangles.

In [3], Theorem 3 has been proved as follows: it is first shown that a given 4-connected
plane triangulationG can be transformed into the octahedron by a sequence of the
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Fig. 3. An octahedron.

contraction of a 4-edge and the contraction of a face, preserving the 4-connectedness. Next,
by Proposition 9(iii), the required drawing ofG can be constructed inductively from that
of the octahedron. Note that ifG/e has a bad pairpqr andpqswith  rpq +  spq�270◦,
and if an edge expansion inserts a vertex of degree 4 onpq, then we cannot make a new
triangular face acute without moving the positions of the vertices ofG/e. Thus, without the
assumption for bad pairs, it is difficult to prove the theorem by induction.

Lemma 10. Let G be an octahedron and let f be any finite face of G. Then, G has
a straight-line embeddinĝG with no bad pair such thatĜ has four acute triangles,
except f.

Proof. By symmetry, it suffices to prove the following three cases. In the case when two
vertices of the facial 3-cycle off lie on the boundary cycle ofG, seeFig. 3. For the remaining
two cases, seeFig. 4. �

Lemma 11. Let� be any triangle on the plane, and let O be an octahedron with boundary
xyz. Then O has a straight-line embeddingÔ with no bad pair such that the boundary of
Ô is congruent to� and thatÔ has four acute triangles.

Proof. Fix O on the plane so thatxyzcoincides with�. Let i be the incenter of�. Then,
we can draw a very small trianglevxvyvz such that straight linesxi andvyvz, yi andvzvx

andzi andvxvy pairwise internally cross at right angle, respectively. Next, connectx to vy

andvz, y to vz andvx andz to vx andvy (seeFig. 5). In this case, all ofxvyvz, yvzvx , zvxvy

are acute triangles. Sincei is the incenter ofxyz,  xiy,  yiz,  zix are nonacute. Therefore,
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Fig. 4. Acute triangles in an octahedron with one face specified.
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Fig. 5. Four acute triangles in an octahedron.

vxvyvz is acute triangle. It is easy to see that this straight-line embedding has no bad pair.
Thus, the lemma follows.�

Lemma 12. Let � be any triangle in the plane and let G be a plane triangulation with
boundary cycle xyz which is isomorphic toK4. LetF(G) = {xyp, yzp, xzp} be the set of
finite faces of G. For any subsetA ⊂ F(G) with |A| = 2,G has a straight-line embedding
Ĝ such that

(12-1) the boundary ofĜ is congruent to�,
(12-2) one of faces in A is an acute triangle in̂G, and
(12-3) both angles of each face in A incident to the boundary ofĜ are acute.

Proof. We first put a 3-cyclexyzon the plane so that it is congruent to�. We may suppose
thatA = {xyp, yzp}, and prove that we can putp in the interior of the trianglexyzso that
one ofxyp andyzp is acute. Observe that if one ofxyp andyzp, sayxyp, is acute, then
we have xyp,  yzp <90◦. Moreover, since ypz>90◦, we also have zyp,  yzp <90◦.
Therefore, (12-2) implies (12-3).
Suppose that the trianglexyzbe a nonacute triangle. If y�90◦, then we can putp so

that two segmentsxyandxphave the same length. Then we can makexypbe acute. Now,
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Fig. 6. Position ofp to make an acute triangle.

we suppose that x�90◦. Draw the perpendicular toxy throughx. Letkbe the intersection
of the perpendicular andyz. Draw the circle with diameterxy. Let h be an intersection of
the circle andyz, whereh = y (see the left-hand side ofFig. 6). Takep in the region which
is enclosed by the two segmentsxk, kh and the archx. Then the trianglexyp is acute, and
hence the condition (12-2) holds.
Next, suppose thatxyz is an acute triangle. Consider the circle with diameterxy. Let h

(resp.,k) be the intersection of the circle andxz (resp.,yz), whereh, k = y (see the right-
hand side ofFig. 6). Takep in the region which is enclosed by the two segmentshz, zkand
the arckh. Then the trianglexyp is acute, and hence (12-2) holds.�

The following is the most essential argument for constructing the required straight-line
embedding of a plane triangulation.

Lemma 13. Let � be any triangle on the plane and let K be a pseud-octahedron on the
plane with outer cycle C and m finite faces. Suppose that if K is not the octahedron, then a
unique vertex w of degree3 lies on C. Then K has a straight-line embeddingK̂ with no bad
pair such that

(13-1) the boundary C ofK̂ is congruent to�,
(13-2) at least(m + 1)/2 finite faces are acute, and
(13-3) for each finite face pqr in G withpq ∈ E(C),  pqr and  qpr are acute.

Proof. We use induction onm. Whenm=7, the lemma immediately follows from Lemma
11. Form�8, removingw from C, we obtain a pseud-octahedronK ′ with m − 2 finite
faces. Thus,K can be regarded as a triangulation obtained from a tetrahedronT (�K4)

with boundaryC = xyz and an inner vertexw by identifying the boundary ofK ′ and that
of a finite facexyw.
Now, we construct a straight-line embeddingK̂ of K. First, putT so thatC is congruent

to�. By Lemma 12, we can putw in the interior ofC so that one ofyzwandxzwis an acute
triangle, and that the condition (12-3) holds. Since one ofyzwandxzwis acute,yzwandxzw
do not form a bad pair. By induction hypothesis, the pseud-octahedronK ′ withm′ =m−2
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finite faces has a straight-line embeddingK̂ ′ with no bad pair such that the boundary ofK̂ ′
coincides withxywand that at least(m′ + 1)/2= (m − 1)/2 finite faces are acute. Thus,K
has a straight-line embedding such that(m − 1)/2+ 1= (m + 1)/2 finite faces are acute.
By condition (13-3) forK̂ ′, K̂ has no bad pair and satisfies condition (13-3). Therefore, the
lemma follows. �

Lemma 14. Let H be a double pseud-octahedron in the plane with m finite faces. Then H
has a straight-line embeddinĝH with (m + 3)/2 acute triangles and no bad pair.

Proof. In order to get a required drawing ofH in the plane, we shall use Lemma 13. Let
∇1 and∇2 be the two disjoint center triangles of two pseud-octahedraP1 andP2 in H.
We first consider the case whenP1 is 4-removable without breaking�H . In this case,

the removal ofP1 transformsH into the octahedronO in the plane. Letf be the face of
O whereP1 lies. Note thatf is a finite face ofO since the removal ofP1 does not break
�H . By Lemma 10,O has a straight-line embeddinĝO with four acute triangles besides
f. Moreover, by Lemma 13,P1 has a straight-line embeddinĝP1 with (mp1 + 1)/2 acute
triangles such that the boundary ofP̂1 coincides with the shape off in Ô, wheremp1 stands
for the number of finite faces ofP1. Therefore, we can construct the straight-line embedding
Ĥ of H with

4+ mp1 + 1

2
= m + 3

2

acute triangles, sincem = mp1 + 6. Moreover, when we get̂H from Ô andP̂1, no bad pair
arises, by Lemma 13 again. Therefore, the lemma holds.
Now, consider the case when each of the removals ofP1 andP2 breaks�H . Note that

both∇1 and∇2 bound finite faces ofH. (If one of them, say∇1, bounds the infinite face,
thenP2 is clearly 4-removable without breaking�H .) If H − V (∇1) has no vertex of
degree 3, then the 3-cycleC consisting of the neighbors of the vertices of∇1 includes
∇2 in the interior. In this case, the octahedronP2 is 4-removable inH without break-
ing C, and hence the removal ofP2 preserves�H . Therefore, this case is contrary to the
assumption.
Hence, we may assume that the pseud-octahedronP1 is not a octahedron. Letv1, . . . , vn

be the extending sequence of the vertices from∇1 in H. This means that the graphH −
(V (∇1) ∪ {v1, . . . , vn}) is the octahedron. If∇2 lies in the infinite face of the plane graph
H − V (∇2) in H, thenP1 would be 4-removable without breaking�H , contrary to the
assumption. Hence,∇2 is located in some finite face ofH − V (∇2) in H. In this case, we
can take some vertexvm (wherem ∈ {1, . . . , n}) such thatvm is an outer vertex ofH but
eachvj is inner for allj �m + 1. (For example, seeFig. 7, which shows the case when
m = 4.) Therefore, we can find the subgraphL of G such that

(i) L is isomorphic toK4 with the four verticesvm and its three neighbors in the graph
H − (V (∇1) ∪ {vm+1, . . . , vn}),

(ii) the boundary ofL coincides with�H , and
(iii) one finite face ofL is a face ofH, and the other two finite faces ofL include∇1 and

∇2, respectively.
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Fig. 7. A double pseud-octahedron.

Now, we shall drawH in the plane to satisfy the condition of the lemma. LetA,B

andC be three finite faces ofL, whereA is a face ofH, andB andC include a pseud-
octahedra consisting of∇1 andv1, . . . , vm−1, and one consisting of∇2 and{vm+1, . . . , vn},
respectively.We first fix a straight-line embeddingL̂ of L so thatA is acute. This is possible
for a suitable triangle�, by Lemma 12. ForB andC of L̂, we apply Lemma 13 for the two
pseud-octahedra. Then we can take at least(mB + 1)/2 and(mC + 1)/2 acute triangles
in B andC, respectively, wheremB andmC stand for the numbers of finite faces of the
triangulations inB andC, respectively. Hence, we can get a straight-line embeddingĤ of
H with at least

mC + 1

2
+ mB + 1

2
+ 1= mB + mC + 4

2
= m + 3

2

acute triangles, sincemB + mC + 1= m. Clearly, this has no bad pair, by Lemma 13.�

Now, we have prepared all to prove our main theorem. To complete the proof, we prove
the following stronger theorem.

Theorem 15. Let G be a plane triangulation with minimum degree at least4with m finite
faces. If G is an octahedron, then G has a straight-line embedding with four acute triangular
faces. If G is not an octahedron, then G has a straight-line embeddingĜ such that at least
(m + 3)/2 faces are acute triangles and thatĜ has no bad pair.

Proof. WhenG is the octahedron, then apply Proposition 9(i). In order to prove the latter
part, we use induction on the number of vertices ofG. By Lemma 8, the first step of
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induction should be verified for the double wheel DW5 and a double pseud-octahedron.
This is possible by Proposition 9(ii) and Lemma 14.
LetG andG′ be plane triangulations with minimum degree at least 4 and havingmand

m1 finite faces, respectively, withm>m1. We first suppose thatG′ is obtained fromG by
an edge expansion or a triangular expansion. SinceG′ satisfies the theorem by induction
hypothesis, so doesG by Proposition 9(iii). Therefore, we consider the case whenG is
obtained fromG′ by an addition of a pseud-octahedronK. Note thatm = m1 + m2 − 1,
wherem2 is the number of finite faces ofK. Let f be the face ofG′ whose boundary is
identified with that ofK. By induction hypothesis,G′ has a straight-line embeddinĝG′ with
no bad pair such that(m1 + 3)/2 finite faces are acute triangles. By Lemma 13,K has a
straight-line embeddinĝK with no bad pair such that the boundary is congruent to the shape
of f in Ĝ′, and at least(m2 + 1)/2 finite faces are acute triangles. By condition (13-3) for
K̂, each face pair of̂G consisting of a face of̂K and a face ofĜ′ is not bad. Thus, sincef
might be acute, the possible number of acute triangles ofG is at least

m1 + 3

2
+ m2 + 1

2
− 1= m1 + m2 + 2

2
= m + 3

2
.

Therefore, the theorem follows.�
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